EIAJ-1 Video Tape Recorders modified for
optimal playback of old video tapes
Part 1.
DigiOmmel & Co. has been assigned to transfer batches of monochrome half-inch EIAJ-1 reel-to-reel
video tape recordings dating back to 1970s and 1980s. We acquired several units of half-inch VTRs
to provide optimal conditions for digital transfer of these recordings. As a result, a number of
mechanical and electrical improvements were developed. In this article, we describe the mechanical
modifications of our EIAJ VTRs.

Most EIAJ-1 reel-to-reel video tapes suffer from aggressive tape binder hydrolysis, or ‘sticky-shed’
syndrome. Tapes manufactured more than four decades ago, have developed a serious tendency to
clog the video heads and susceptibility to stick to the head cylinder and tape guide posts.
Stickiness can indeed render fragile tapes completely unplayable. If untreated, not only are the
invaluable archive recordings in danger, but also a VTR’s video head tips may be subjected to excessive
wear, or even become destroyed at a total tape seizure during playback. When examining the
electrical and mechanical parameters of the EIAJ VTRs, it became obvious that several measures had to
be taken before secure transfers were feasible.
The original tape guidance system was found to create unstable, even excessive mechanical resistance,
compromising recorded audio and video signals as well as risking irreversible tape damage.

Figure 1. Fixed tape guides should be replaced with rollers to reduce the running tape friction.

Fixed guide post surfaces collect oxide deposits from tape binder, dangerously increasing the overall
running friction. The major factor for the drag are the fixed entrance and exit guide posts at each side
of the head cylinder, particularly, as the tape is wrapped at 90-degree angles around those posts.
Reducing tape running friction
It was also established that, with critically sticky tapes, the carbon-coated (matte) back side of most
EIAJ tapes only need to rub against fixed guide posts for less than a minute before tape drag starts to
rise disproportionately.

Figure 2. EIAJ-1 VTR video tape is half-wrapped (180°) around an untilted video head cylinder. The tape is guided by two
tapered posts to form the necessary falling helix path between cylinder entrance and exit. The posts are fixed and cause
most of the tape’s back-side running friction.

The tape’s back-side sliding friction is eliminated by replacing all (4) fixed guide posts with rotating
precision rollers. Moreover, the redundant full-track erase head is removed, as it only adds to friction,
and also may harm tape’s signal surface by accumulated tape binder residue.
The erase head space is filled with an additional ‘impedance’ roller. This modification lessens the
likelihood of longitudinal resonances arising within the tape as it is wrapped around head cylinder.

Figure 3. Fixed entrance and exit posts around the head cylinder are replaced with inertial rollers to
eliminate the tape’s back-side friction. The rotating guides reduce tape’s signal side friction. An additional
‘impedance’ roller inserted in the place of full-track erase head, dampens down potential longitudinal tape resonances.

Burnishing cylinder surface
Even after the guide post modifications, the tape’s oxide-side friction can still cause tape seizures. The
culprit is the video head cylinder itself. Most of the operational EIAJ VTRs are used units, and have
more or less worn out cylinders which cause tape to stick onto cylinder surface. Tape movement over a
a worn-out cylinder tend to become unstable, inviting longitudinal resonances due to tape elasticity. A
period of one horizontal video line equals to about 0.59 millimeter on the tape. So, even relatively
minute irregularities in tape motion translate into increased visible video jitter, and audio signal speed
fluctuations (wow and flutter).
The upper part of video head cylinder is made by die-casting process from a relatively soft metal
composition. Cylinder surfaces are factory-machined to an uniform asperity (roughness) forming tiny
‘pockets’, or air cushions to provide reduced friction between tape and cylinder surface. A microscope
viewing and comparison of used and unused upper cylinders revealed the cause for increased friction.
The tape sliding across the cylinder surface has worn it to mirror-finish smoothness.
As the surface is smoothed out by the tape, those air cushions gradually vanish, giving rise to rapidly
rising tape-to-cylinder friction. An excessive friction will eventually lead to a tape seizure and possible
video head or tape damage.
We tackled this problem by removing the upper cylinders and carefully burnishing their surfaces. This
treatment immediately reduced tape friction – even of detectably sticky tapes.

Figure 4. An EIAJ video head cylinder surface wear mechanism.

Reliable tape tension measurements
Before any modifications to the VTRs were made, we performed all the regular maintenance
procedures described in the service manual. A device called Tentelometer was used for measuring
tape tensions at various points along the tape path.

Figure 5. Checking the pinch roller pressure.

However, it soon became obvious that with sticky video tapes, the self-friction of a fixed tension probe
is too high to provide reliable readings. For more realistic and repeatable measurements, we
constructed another tension probe with roller pins attached to a strain-gauge element of a digital
scale. The gauge uses a Roberval parallelogram configuration.

Figure 6. Fixed tension probes produce too much
drag for valid measurement of ½ -inch video tapes.
Figure 7. Improved roller-tipped strain-gauge probe, connected
to digital scale provides reliable tape tension readings.

In part 2. of this article, we shall explore the video head structure and wear status, and describe
several audio, video and servo circuit modifications of our EIAJ VTRs.
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